January 22, 2013

Re: Clean Technology Fund Loan Number TF080859-VN
(Vietnam: Distribution Efficiency Project)
Corrigendum to CTF Project Agreement

Excellency:

We refer to the Clean Technology Fund Project Agreement (Distribution Efficiency Project) entered into among International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/International Development Association ("World Bank"), acting not in its individual capacity but solely in its capacity as an implementing entity of the Clean Technology Fund ("CTF"), Vietnam Electricity, Northern Power Corporation, Hanoi Power Corporation, and Ho Chi Minh City Power Corporation (the latter four, collectively, "Project Implementing Entities") ("Project Agreement") in connection with the Loan Agreement ("Loan Agreement") of same date between the Socialist Republic of Vietnam ("Borrower") and the World Bank, acting not in its individual capacity but solely in its capacity as an implementing entity of the CTF, dated November 8, 2012 (the Clean Technology Fund Project Agreement).

It has come to our attention that the CTF Loan Number inadvertently states "TF080859-VN" instead of "TF013468-VN". We hereby correct this oversight by replacing "TF
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LOAN NUMBER TF080859-VN" with "CTF LOAN NUMBER TF013468-VN". All references to this Clean Technology Fund Project Agreement should now indicate "CTF LOAN NUMBER TF013468-VN".

This corrigendum becomes effective as of November 8, 2012.

Sincerely yours,

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Victoria Kwakwa
Country Director, Vietnam
East Asia and Pacific Region